Urethane Rolls
Weldlogic designs a full range of 2 rolls with many options and lengths to 10ft.
- Highly repeatable tube forming
- Easy set up-low skill requirements
- Heavy Duty hydraulic design
- Continuous Duty Cycle
- Virtually no flats

Automatic Rolls
Weldlogic designs a full range of automatic rolls to enable operator free rolling on demand.
- 120-200 Parts Per Hour
- PLC-Touch screen programming with memory
- Vacuum lift and material squaring arm
- Virtually no flats
- Capacity up to 96"

CNC Rolls
CNC - 3 /4 rolls designed to produce special shaped tubes with encoder precision.
- Heavy Duty Design with positioning encoders on all roll positions
- PLC easy programming and 100+ memory
- Single pass forming
- Spherical roller bearings on all rolls
- Induction hardened and ground rolls

Plate Rolls
CNC-3/4 roll pipe grade plate rolls are designed and built to specific application requirements.
- Heavy Duty all steel plate construction
- Closed loop hydraulic system with encoder positioning
- Induction hardened and ground rolls HRC-50-54
- Material handling options available
- Pipe grade and Tank grade capacity

Custom Rolls
Custom rolls designed for a wide range of applications. Rolls to solve the most challenging forming requirements.
- High production machines 400-600 tubes/hour
- Box forming specialty roll forming systems
- Airfoil aircraft wing forming specialty rolls
- Small diameter / long length rolls
- Special shape heavy duty flat forming machines